Dear 7th Graders and their Families,
I hope you are all healthy, happy, and doing well. I miss you all so much and wish
that we could all be together.
I’m looking into recording some video lessons to post on Dojo, or setting times to
check in if you have the ability to do so on Skype or Zoom (or Facetime? I don’t
know yet). But in the meantime please reach out on Dojo or at my email
krobinson@pfpcs.org with any questions or concerns. (I will share my number there
if you need it / don’t already have it!).
The daily language reviews are familiar to you – the goal is to complete one each
day. Screen shot and send me your answers on Dojo and I will let you know how you
did!
The rest of the packet is split into work for each day. You can try and do it this way,
or do it at your own pace!
My best advice to keep your brains sharp with English learning is to read, read, and
read some more!! The New York Public library is offering many titles for free digital
download here’s how you can access the books:
- Download the “Simply E” app
- Choose select a library later
- Verify that you are over 13
- Start reading!
Again, please do not hesitate to reach out! Stay safe and wash your hands!!
Love,
Ms. Robinson

28 Monday

Name:

Write these sentences correctly.

1. City Hall which was builded in 1905 is acrost the street from higgins Memorial park.

2. Practice is over so put them soccer balls in the equipment bins Coach Timmins said.

Circle the direct object and underline the indirect object in this sentence.
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3. The computer store offered all new customers a 25% discount.
Is the following text a complete sentence or a fragment?

4. Thick forests used to cover this whole island.
Circle the helping, or auxiliary, verbs in this sentence.

5. If your notes are not written clearly, they will be hard to review.

28 Tuesday

Name:

Write these sentences correctly.

1. Tamika, she practices the trumpet everyday because she want to play it more quicker.

2. Uncle steve colects old pocket watchs he buys them at flea markets and yard sails.

Underline the subordinate clause in this sentence.

3. Because I didn’t have time to finish my homework last night, I woke up early to do it.
Rewrite each phrase using a contraction.

4. Brett is
5. Wendy does not
86
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28 Wednesday

Name:

Write these sentences correctly.

1. my brother didn’t have no idea how my sister and me seen his keyes in the dark.

2. Dave and Sheila said their watching The Mask of zorro tonite Ill watch it with them.

Circle the best word or words to complete this sentence.

3. Dan worked
hardly
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on his history paper than on any other assignment this term.
harder
hardest
most hard

Circle the antecedent of the underlined pronoun.

4. The youth art center offers its programs to over 300 teens in four towns.
How many syllables does this word have?

5. thoroughly

28 Thursday

Name:

Write these sentences correctly.

1. I need some knew shoes that arent expensive so I’ll buy them.

2. Marcos spended his childhood watching plains building models and fliing them.

Is the underlined verb transitive or intransitive?
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3. The car screeched to a stop at the traffic light.
Are these sentences declarative, interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory?

4. New Zealand is in the Southern Hemisphere.
5. Paula, you did a great job!
87

28 Friday

Name:

A phrase that is necessary to the meaning of a sentence is called a “restrictive phrase.”
A phrase that is not necessary to the meaning of a sentence is called a “nonrestrictive
phrase.” A nonrestrictive phrase is separated from the rest of the sentence by commas.
Write restrictive or nonrestrictive above the underlined clauses and add commas
if needed.

1. Students who finish their assignments early don’t have to take the test.

2. Jack and Linda who live on a boat have traveled all over the world.
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3. The wind which was strong and cold blew the clothes off the line.

4. Climates that have both cold and warm weather are called “temperate.”

5. San Pablo where Marta was born is a small town in Argentina.

28 Progress Record
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Name:

How many did you get correct each day? Mark the squares.

5

4

3

2

1
Monday
88

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Day 1
Step 1: Daily Language Review
Step 2: Grammar Practice
Step 3: Close reading
- Read for the first time with the focus on main idea and answer the
first set of questions
- Read for the second time with focus on structure and vocabulary
and answer the second set of questions
- Read for the third time with a focus on putting knowledge and
ideas together – answer the third set of questions and the prompt!
Step 4: Writing Task -You are a TV Critic! Follow all the directions to
review one episode from a television show of your choice (can be from
Netflix, Hulu, etc.)
Step 5: Listen to a Read Aloud (We are going to start one of my all
time favorite books!)

Grammar/Writing
3–5

G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

Adverbs
GUIDED INSTRUCTION
adverb
where

–ly

how when

hard
carefully

WHEN

soon

always

WHERE

ahead

adverbs

how

adverbs

when

adverbs

where

GUIDED PRACTICE
Circle the adverb that describes the verb in boldface. Write whether the adverb tells how, when , or where.
1.

wanted

2.
3.
4.
5.

L.3.1

got
is
work
plans
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HOW

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Adverbs

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

L.3.1

Circle the adverb in each sentence, and underline the verb that it describes. Then write the adverb on the line.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

L.3.1

Grammar/Writing

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Adverbs

Circle the adverb in each sentence, and underline the verb that it describes. Then write the adverb on the line.

3–5
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3–5
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Grammar/Writing

~ YOU'RE THE TV CRITIC:~~
TASK: You write for a major entertainment blog and have been told to write a review for a
recent TV episode. You may choose an episode from the series of your choice.
Your final review should include a basic summary of the episode (1 paragraph), your
thoughts on major characters and conflicts in the episode (2 paragraphs), and a conclusion
(2-3 sentences) .

YOUR SHOW &EPISODE TITLE:

<]~
Complete the plot diagram for the episode:
Climax:
What is the "turning point" for
the protagonist?

Rising Action:
What are the protagonist's
first hurdles or problems?

Exposition
Setting:
Falling Action:
What major conflicts
or problems start to be
solved?

Background
Info:

Inciting Incident:
How is the viewer introduced to
the problem?

Resolution:
What major problem has been solved?
What is the result? What does the viewer
learn?

Characters:

© Nouvelle ELA
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PREWRITE:This activity will help you plan the three parts of your review: the summary, the
analysis, and the conclusion . Remember, the people who read this blog want reasons why
you liked the episode and specific examples from the show.
YOUR SHO\¥ &EPISODE TITLE:

PREWRITING
Summarize the episode in one sentence:

Think about three conflicts in this episode. Remember, there are four types of conflict:
Man vs. Man
Man vs. Society
Man vs. Nature
Man vs. Self
Type of
Conflict

What's
wrong?

Who's
involved?

How is ft
resolved?

What was the most exciting moment of the episode?

Would you recommend this episode to someone? Why or why not?
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YOU'RE THE TV CRITIC: ~

v

Review Title ~~----"--- *Your title should be
funny and eye-catching
Show & Episode Title
Your review goes here.
Remember to include:
-a short summary
-an analysis of characters
& conflicts
-a conclusion

*You may include
pictures in your review.
Don't forget a caption!
caption

*Proofread your review
before you send it to the
blog editor.

caption

Your name and date ~,,~_-

-------

*Your name and date g
at the bottom of the
article

TV EPISODE REVIEW SELF-EVALUATION
I completed the brainstorming
and prewriting activities.
I understand the plot,
characters, and conflicts in this
episode.
I wrote my review in a creative
and engaging way.
I proofread for spelling and
grammar.
My final copy looks polished
and neat.

5
Completely

4

3

Mostly

Not really

5

4

3

Completely

Mostly

Not really

5

4

Very well

Pretty well

5

4

3

Very well

Pretty well

No

5

4

3

Absolutely!

Somewhat

Not yet

3
I need more
practice

1. Go to the following Youtube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWJ5HnVOoLI&list=PLm-FvG8KERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc
(I will post this on Dojo too!)

2. Listen to the first chapter of The Book Thief by Markus Zusak
Read Aloud: Chapter 1
Fill in the chart below; make sure that you have at least two things for each
category. You can make your own on a blank sheet of paper!
Things I Notice.....

Questions that I have....

Day 2
Step 1: Daily Language Review
Step 2: Grammar Practice – Correcting Fragment and Run-On Sentences
Step 3: Reading Comprehension
Step 4: Creative Writing Project (this will take you through the week!)
--> Read about abandoned places throughout the world, be prepared to
choose one to write a creative short story about!
Step 5: Read Aloud – Chapter 2 of The Book Thief

Grammar/Writing
Name

3–5

G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

Correcting Fragment and Run-on Sentences
GUIDED INSTRUCTION
A fragment is an incomplete sentence. To correct a fragment, add the missing subject or predicate.

GUIDED PRACTICE
Write sentence, fragment, or run-on to describe each group of words.
1. A needle in a haystack.

2. Two heads are bigger than one.

3. Is always greener on the other side.

Correct each run-on sentence. Write two separate sentences or a compound sentence.
1. The meaning of most proverbs is obvious some are puzzling.

2. A proverb can give us insight, it might teach a value.

3. Students once copied long lists of proverbs they memorized them.

L.4.1.F
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A run-on sentence is two sentences that run together. To correct a run-on sentence, make it two separate
sentences, or create a compound sentence.

Grammar/Writing

Name

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Correcting Fragments and Run-on Sentences

3–5

Remember
and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).

A fragment is an incomplete sentence.
A run-on sentence is two sentences that run together.

Application
Make each fragment a complete sentence by matching it to the correct subject or predicate.
1. A very strange light

a. asked us to put out our campfire.

2. The cover of our year book

b. shows a picture of our school.

3. The pickles on this sandwich

c. tastes really sour.

4. A park ranger at the campsite

d. appeared in the sky last night.

Correct each run-on sentence. Write two separate sentences or a compound sentence.
1. I answered the phone somebody laughed and hung up.
2. The helicopter landed on the field four men in uniforms stepped out.

L.4.1.F

Grammar/Writing

Name

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Correcting Fragments and Run-on Sentences

3–5

A fragment is an incomplete sentence.
A run-on sentence is two sentences that run together.

Application
Make each fragment a complete sentence by matching it to the correct subject or predicate.
1. A very strange light

a. asked us to put out our campfire.

2. The cover of our year book

b. shows a picture of our school.

3. The pickles on this sandwich

c. tastes really sour.

4. A park ranger at the campsite

d. appeared in the sky last night.

Correct each run-on sentence. Write two separate sentences or a compound sentence.
1. I answered the phone somebody laughed and hung up.
2. The helicopter landed on the field four men in uniforms stepped out.
L.4.1.F
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Remember

“A Field Trip Back in Time”
Our class has gone on several incredibly awesome field trips this year. But my alltime favorite was the day we went to Heritage Hill. Heritage Hill is a state park
that is a replica of a town that may have existed after the War of 1812 in America.
The park is set up just as it would be during that time. I’m fascinated by the
pioneer days. I often imagine how different life must have been so long ago. At

Understand It!
Answer the following
questions after reading:

1. The main idea was…
a. Heritage Hill
b. hospitals
c. fur traders
d. pioneer schools

2. I predict life in pioneer
days would be _____.
resources were available to treat the sick. It was common for people to
a. relaxing
b. easy
experience incredible pain and suffering. We went to the school next, which was
c. challenging
really just one classroom with one teacher. The teacher was dressed as if the year d. the same as today
the park there is an old hospital. Going inside, we got to see just how few

was 1812. She scolded us for walking too slow and snapped her stick on the desks.
She never smiled as she ordered us to sit down and be quiet. For the next 30
minutes she taught us a very boring math lesson. We were all so scared of her I
don’t think anyone took a deep breath the entire time. I couldn’t imagine going to
school with all the kids from kindergarten through eighth grade in one tiny room
with one mean teacher! The last stop we made at Heritage Hill was at the Fur
Trader’s Cabin. This building was so awesome! It was loaded with beaver, squirrel,
and fox furs. This was where the pioneers would come to barter for supplies. The
furs were used to make clothing, including thick winter jackets and fancy top hats.

3. How were pioneer
schools?
a. huge
b. many teachers
c. strict
d. not boring
4. What characteristic
best describes Heritage
Hill?
a. like a museum
b. boring
c. present day
d. not unique

Heritage Hill was such a special field trip because it was like being transported back
in
time! Work Color the words in the
Word

passage that match each category below:
red

Contractions

blue

Plurals

green

Adjectives

orange

4+ Syllable Words

Passage 3

Copyright:

Vocabulary

Copy the 5 bold words
from the passage. Use context clues and
what you know to define each word:

Out of This World Literacy (Jen Bengel)

Comprehension: Thinking Deeper About Fiction
Name: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________
Passage Title: ___________________________________ Passage Number: ____________

Directions: Think deeper about the passage to answer the questions below.
What is your opinion of the story? Why?

Who is telling the story? How do you know?

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________

_________________________________

____________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

_______________________

How would you have acted in the story? Why?
_________________________________

How are you alike and different from the
main character?

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________
__________________________
_________________________
_________________________

What big ideas can you infer and use in your
own life?

_____________________

_____________________________
___________________________
_______________________
________________________

How did the characters change over time?

_________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

________________________

_____________________________

________________________

____________________________

________________________

_________________________

_____________________

_________________________

Copyright:

Out of This World Literacy (Jen Bengel)
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ECHOES:@A6aruimwi <;})~
If you're planning your own personal world tour , your trip might take you to climb the Eiffel
Tower or to traverse the canals of Venice . You may want to marvel at the pyramids of Egypt.
But there are a lot of very interesting (and creeptastic) abandoned places that can be quite an
adventure-if you're ever allowed to visit.

1. CENTRALIA. PENNSYLVANIA
Once a small coal town , Centralia, PA , now Looks more Like
a gateway to the underworld.
The fire was intended to be a controlled burn in a Landfill.
Little did the residents know the fire beneath their town
would still be ablaze over fifty years Later. The controlled
burn ignited a coal seam which quickly spread to the coal
in the mines beneath the town. ALL efforts to extinguish
the underground fire failed.
At first, residents complained of the smell. But soon, the
underground fire began to have more grave effects. A
sinkhole opened up underneath a young boy. Smoke rose
from the ground, and the air became unsafe to breathe.
Eventually, the city was condemned.

Today, only a few residents remain, and adventureseeking tourists stop in to take photos of the smoke that
is still rising from the ground and the split, graffiticovered highway.
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2. PRIPYAT. UKRAINE

-
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While a nuclear meltdown might sound lik.e
something out of a movie about the
apocalypse, it really happened in Pripyat,
Ukraine, in 1986. The Chernobyl nuclear
power plant experienced a meltdown, and
due to the extremely high Levels of radiation
that resulted, the entire city had to be
evacuated. The city was completely emptied
in four hours.
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Centralia's Graffiti Highway
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Empty Classroom, Pripyat
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Pripyat has been Left exactly as it was the
day the meltdown occurred. To this day, the
radiation is too high for anyone to occupy the
area , and Pripyat, once home to around
se,eee people, remains a true ghost town.

3. THE WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
You could find a multitude of abandoned homes in the United States, but few have a stranger
tale than that of the old Winchester House, which has the mysterious vibes you may expect to
find in a Hollywood version of a haunted house.
© Nouvelle ELA
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But the Winchester house is very real and
belonged to Sarah Winchester. She was married
to William Wincf1ester of the Winchester Gun
Company fortune , and the two had an infant
daughter. Unfortunately, tragedy struck the
family, with both her child and her husband
passing away in a short time. Sarah moved from
Connecticut to San Jose, CA, where she began
construction on her home, which she never
allowed to cease.
The house became a labyrinth that led to
nowhere, containing hidden doors and dead ends.
The construction continued 38 years, when Sarah
passed away. The house had reached
approximately 24,000 square feet. The real
The Win,hester
mystery is that no one truly knew why Sarah continued building her home.

I-louse

Today, the public can tour the Winchester House. It even has its own website called the
Winchester Mystery Hour!

~. THE PARISIAN CATACOMBS

The bones are sta,ked decoratively.

Try this for a real-life horror story: what if you
found out your town was built over a graveyard?
Now, imagine over six million bodies buried in
catacombs underneath one of the most famous cities
in the world: Paris, France. They were actually
constructed in the 18th century. The catacombs
were used as tombs because at the time the
graveyards being closed due to public health
concerns. They were Later used during World War II
as a headquarters for the French resistance.
Ironically, everyone from aristocrats to peasants are
all buried here with only the original cemetery
names as labels. If you're interested in exploring the
labyrinth of tombs yourself, they are open to the
public.

5. THE ISLAND OF THE DOLLS, XOCHIMILCO, MEXICO
Also called La Isla De Las Muriecas, the Island of the
Dolls in Mexico is an abandoned island made famous
by a forest of dolls and doll parts hanging in the trees
and otherwise scattered throughout the island. Don
Julian Santana, who previously inhabited the island,
discovered the body of a girl in a nearby canal and
decided to bring the dolls to the island to ward off
evil spirits. He spent time collecting dolls, buying
them, and then hanging them in the trees. He also
filled his home with the dolls.
In 2001, Don Julian Sanata was found drowned in the
same canal where he had seen the girl. Today, brave
tourists looking for an adventure can still see the
island by boat, and witness for themselves the
decrepit dolls still hanging from the trees.
© Nouvelle ELA
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6. THE WANLI UFO HOUSES. TAIWAN

photo by Ken Marshall

These otherworldly homes built in Taiwan wer~
definitely peculiar; they actually resembled flying
saucers. The unique and futuristic homes were the
brainchild of Finish architect Matti Suuronen, although
some speculate that these specific UFO houses were
built by someone else, as Suuronen had stopped
making the homes by the time the village was
constructed. Some pod homes were constructed, but
unfortunately, before the eccentric community was
finished, the building project was abandoned. They
were uninhabited, and became something of a ghost
town (or perhaps we should say an extraterrestrial
village).

lf you ever visit, you'll find that not all of the homes are actually empty. lt seems that some
adventurous people took to the design, and have moved into the houses. Maybe the pod homes
do have a future after all.

7. ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH, WKOVA. CZECHIA
lf you're interested in the supernatural, you should make
sure to check out the so-called 'church of ghosts' in
Czechia. The church fell into disrepair in the late 196Cil's.
Services were moved outside and the church boarded up,
which only served to make it look more dilapidated.
Throughout the church's history, it had been plagued by
rumors of unnatural occurrences, and a roof collapse during
a funeral was the final straw for churchgoers.
Residents, however, eventually decided to have the historic
church rebuilt. Artist Jakub Hadrava was commissioned to
create art for the church. He embraced the church's creepy
history, filling the pews with statues of ghosts.

The Church of Ghosts
(photo by Marcus O Bst)

Today, St. George's church is a tourist attraction and anything but traditional. Intriguingly, the
congregation has returned to the church and people sit among the ghosts during services.

8. SHICHENG, OIANDAO LAKE. ZHEJIANG PROVINCE, CHINA
Talk about old school! Shicheng actually existed
during the Eastern Han Dynasty in 25-2CilCil AD.
However, if you want to visit, you may have to don
scuba gear. Shicheng isn't exactly easy to reach.
That's because it was flooded in the late 195Cil's when
a dam was constructed, turning the ancient city into a
modern-day Atlantis.
Fortunately, the water has actually served to protect
the city from the elements. If you're interested in a
Shicheng
visit, be prepared to descend into the depths for
some genuinely stunning views of the ancient city and its architecture. You might even discover
something secret about the Shicheng, as the underwater ruins have yet to be completely mapped.
© Nouvelle ELA
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q_ SIX FLAGS, NEW ORLEANS
Nothing goes from fun to incredibly spooky
faster than an abandoned theme park . When the
monster Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in
2ees, it caused widespread devastation in the
city. The New Orleans Six Flags amusement
park was destroyed and the Location has never
been rebuilt.
The current status of the park is closer to
dystopian Landscape or horror movie than family
outing. Water rose to six feet in the park,
wreaking absolute havoc. Six Flags decided the
park was too expensive to restore , with 81:>% of
the park destroyed. Grime-covered clowns and
toppled roller coasters remain.

Abandoned Six Flags (photo by Erik Jorgensen)

Unfortunately, entry into the now defunct Six Flags is illegal, but that doesn't stop explorers
from hopping the fence to check out the abandoned amusement park. It's one risk we don't
recommend you take.

10. BRESTOVAC SANATORIUM. ZAGREB. CROATIA
Just the word sanatorium is enough to raise goose
bumps ... but imagine an abandoned sanatorium, once
a medical facility for those suffering from
tuberculosis, crumbled into ruins. Built in the early
19(:)1:>'s, the treatment center was the brainchild of a
doctor who fell in love with a theatre actress who
Later contracted tuberculosis.
After its beginnings as a state-of-the-art medical
facility, the building was converted into a military
hospital during the world wars, which means the
ruins have seen more than their fair share of
tragedy. When the building fell into disrepair, it was
eventually abandoned to slow decay.
Brestovac's foreboding fa~ade

Today, the building is open to people with a thirst
for exploration, but watch out: it is also frequently
used as a hideout for paintball enthusiasts.

Sources:
"Centralia, PA: The Ghost Town that's Still on Fire." Ripley's.com. 13 June 2017. Web. Accessed 15 Feb 2019.
@leiris. "Brestovac Sanatorium." Atlas Obscura. Web. Accessed 05 Feb 2019.
@Roboticanarchy. "Wanli UFO Village." Atlas Obscura. Web. Accessed 05 Feb 2019.
Galloway, Lindsay. "China's Atlantis of the East. BBC Travel. 24 July 2014. Web. Accessed 19 Feb 2019.
MacFadden, Christopher. "21 of the Most Creepy Abandoned Places." Interesting Engineering. 26 July 2018. Web.
Accessed 05 Feb 2019.
Morrison, Geoffrey. "The sci-fi future stands derelict: Taiwan's abandoned UFO houses." Conde NastTraveler. 23 September 2018.
Web. Ac cessed 05 Feb 2019.
Morton, Caitlin. "39 Stunningly Eerie Abandoned Places Around the World." Conde NastTraveler. 05 Oct 2018. Web.
Accessed 10 Feb 2019.
Thuras, Dylan. "La Isla de las Munecas." Atlas Obscura. Web. Accessed 15 Feb 2019.
Tindall, Jay. "The Foresaken UFO City of Wanli." Remotelands.com. 28 Aug 2018. Web. Accessed 04 Feb 2019.
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Read Aloud Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of The Book Thief By Markus Zusak

Youtube Link, Chapter 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lk0CO87xfoQ&list=PLm-FvG8KERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc&index=2
**If you did not catch it in Chapter 1, “Death” is the narrator in these opening
chapters. Think about that as you listen and answer these questions:
1. What color is the narrator describing in this chapter? ____________________
2. What does the narrator become interested in? What does he call her at the end of
the chapter?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Youtube Link, Chapter 3:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bym3arsjRe8&list=PLm-FvG8KERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc&index=3
3. What color is the narrator describing in this chapter? _____________________
4. Who arrives at the site of the plane crash? How much time has passed?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Youtube Link, Chapter 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eR7nb4pI2k&list=PLm-FvG8K-ERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc&index=4
5. What is the final color the narrator is describing? _____________________
6. What is the narrator describing in this chapter?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
This chapter ends with “Death” saying... “If you feel like it, come with me. I will tell
you a story. I will show you something.” Think about what might happen next!!!b

Day 3
Step 1: Daily Language Review
Step 2: Grammar Practice
Step 3: Reading Comprehension – you will be reading a short book and
completing two worksheets:
- Cause and effect, identify relationships between ideas in the text
- Identify synonyms (words with the same meaning) and antonyms
(words with the opposite meanings)
Step 4: Creative Writing Project – you will need to use the readings from
Day 2!
- Select one location from the Day 2 readings
- Read the creative writing prompts (there are three that might
help you get started)
- Complete the first page in brainstorming!
Step 5: Read Aloud Chapter 5 no assignment today – just listen! (It’s
about 15 minutes, feel free to split across today and tomorrow, there
will be no read aloud portion for day 4)

Youtube Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9WEKHIVEE&list=PLm-FvG8KERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc&index=5

Grammar/Writing
G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

3–5

Simple Subjects and Predicates
GUIDED INSTRUCTION
simple subject

complete subject

complete predicate

COMPLETE SUBJECT
man

COMPLETE PREDICATE
writes

Dr. Lane

has researched

Coyotes

inhabited

They

hunt

GUIDED PRACTICE
Write simple subject, simple predicate, complete subject, or complete predicate to tell what part
of each sentence is in boldface.
1.
2.

weighs
confuse

3. Scientists and conservationists
Draw a line between the complete subject and complete predicate of each sentence. Underline the simple subject
once. Underline the simple predicate twice. The first one is done for you.
1.

dig

2.
3.
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simple predicate

3–5

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Simple Subjects and Predicates
Remember
simple subject

simple predicate

Grammar Exercises
Draw a line between the complete subject and the complete predicate of each sentence.
Underline the simple subject once. Underline the simple predicate twice.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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natural wonders?
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What makes something a natural wonder?
A wonder is a natural structure so amazing and
beautiful that it makes you ponder how it was
formed. Natural wonders are landforms that have
been created by nature, not by humans. Some of
these wonders are created in a few years, while
others take millions of years to form. Our planet
is home to many natural wonders. In this book,
we will learn about five of them:

Mount Everest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

• A layered canyon carved by a river

Great Barrier Reef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

• A young volcano that took over a village

Wonders Everywhere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

• A breathtaking waterfall

Glossary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

• An immense coral reef

Index . .. . . ...... . . .. . . . .... . .. ... . . .. . ... 24
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Arizona's Barringer Meteorite Crater shows how space rocks colliding with
Earth create amazing landforms.

3

• A towering mountain
4

Grand Canyon
Between five and six million years ago, the
Colorado River wound through a large plateau
(pla-TOE), or an area of raised ground. Over time,
the river picked up small pieces of the plateau and
carried them as it flowed to the sea. This process is
called water erosion (e-RO-zhun). The speed and
volume of the water are two factors that determine
how much soil and rock is carried away.

~·:k:.,.
. """'-- '.- ; ·,.

c.,J• -

-

These rocks make up the layers in the Canyon
walls. The top of the Canyon, where most visitors
enjoy their first view, is the youngest layer of the
Canyon. It is called the Kaibab Formation. The
bottom layer, near the river, is the oldest. Scattered
rocks located at the bottom of the Canyon date
back as long ago as two billion years.

-1':'i";,
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The Colorado River slowly carved the rock of the Grand Canyon into the
wondrous structure we see today.

Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y
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The layers of rocks that form the Canyon walls show geologists what
happened in the area over a period of two billion years.

Different kinds of rocks also factor into water
erosion. Some rocks, such as limestone and shale,
are soft and break easily, while other rocks, such
as granite and slate, are hard and resist breakage.
In the Grand Canyon, the Colorado River carried
pieces of softer rock downstream, leaving behind
the harder rocks. Over millions of years, this
process carved deep canyons in the rocks.

Grand Canyon

~-----~
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The Grand Canyon is a great place to study
rocks and the Earth's history because the rock
layers are so easy to see and reach. Geologists
often visit the site. One of the first geologists to
visit was John Newberry, who traveled to the
Canyon in 1858. Newberry was the first scientist
to record the Canyon's layers. He identified
many of the geologic layers, although he wasn't
the first to see them.

6

Rattling Reptiles

Native Americans lived in and around the
Grand Canyon for more than 4,000 years before
European explorers arrived. These early groups
of people hunted local animals and gathered
edible plants. By 1150, most of the original tribes
had moved away. Only the Havasupai people
remained. Some of them still live and work in
the Canyon. Every year, millions of people travel
to Grand Canyon National Park to hike, raft,
and see this majestic wonder of nature.

More than 47 different kinds of reptiles live in the
Grand Canyon. While most of these reptiles are harmless,
visitors should keep an eye out for snakes. Although they
rarely bite humans, the Grand Canyon rattlesnake and the
diamondback rattlesnake are venomous.
In the winter, rattlesnakes hibernate in dens. Hundreds
of rattlesnakes may live in one den. This is one of the only
times rattlers live together. In the spring when the weather
warms up, the snakes come out of their dens and go their
separate ways.
In late summer, females give birth to live babies. The
babies only stay in the area where they were born for about
seven to ten days. Then they shed their first baby skin, add
their first rattle, and move on in search of food.
As a rattlesnake grows, it sheds its skin at least once
a year, adding a new rattle to its tail with each shed.
.-, .::--~~'7
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Havasu Falls on the Havasupai Reservation is an example of how water
continues to carve the western Grand Canyon.
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Partcutin

r

Many of nature's creations are millions of years
old. They began forming long before humans lived
on Earth. Other creations have formed in modern
times. The Paricutin (pah-ree-koo-TEEN) volcano
in Mexico is one such formation.
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Paricutin began
forming in 1943 in a
field. A farmer named
Dionisio 'Pulido
discovered a fissure
(FISH-ur), or opening
PACIFIC
in the ground, in his
OCEAN
cornfield. The crack
was about 1.8 meters (6 ft) long. Soon more fissures
appeared. Black smoke came from the holes, and
ash piled up on the ground, forming a cone. In
about 12 hours, the cone had grown to 10 meters
(33 ft) high, and after a day, it
had grown to 50 meters (164 ft).
The volcano continued to grow,
reaching a height of 100 meters
(328 ft) in just a week. The
brand new volcano grabbed the
attention of news organizations
all over the world.
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A church steeple is all that remains visible after volcanic debris covered the
town of Paricutrn.

The people of Paricutin hoped that their
village would be safe, but after a few months,
the cone had grown so large that the slow-moving
lava started to reach their town. The villagers
had to evacuate, leaving behind their homes
and farms. Over a nine-year period, lava and
ash eventually covered the entire village of
Paricutin and most of the nearby town of San
Juan. Eventually, all that was left of Paricutin
was the church steeple rising out of the black
rock as a reminder of nature's power.

Paricutrn volcano erupts in 1943.
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Volcanoes such as Paricutin are called cinder
cones. They are the simplest type of volcano
because they appear suddenly, erupt, and then
go dormant for decades or centuries. Cinder cones
are formed when lava, which is under pressure
inside the Earth, shoots out from a central vent in
the ground. As the lava explodes into the air, it
cools and breaks into small pieces that harden
and fall as rocks and ash, or cinders, around the
central vent to form a cone. Most cinder cones
have a bowl-shaped crater at the top.

,a\~~-·;i
.:r.~ -- -

Because Paricutin volcano is young, scientists
have been able to observe its growth since it
first appeared. Today, the volcano stands about
424 meters (1,391 ft) tall and covers 26 square
kilometers (10 sq mi). Its development has allowed
scientists to better understand the powerful forces
that shape the Earth.

a: ·

IND/AN
Victoria Falls, like the Grand Canyon,
was formed by water.

OCEAN

Victoria Falls

Victoria Falls is the largest mass of falling water
on the planet. The water falls 108 meters (354 ft)
into a deep pool. The people of Zambia call the
Falls Mosi-oa-Tunya (MOH-see wah TOON-yah)
(the smoke that thunders). It's a perfect name. The
thunder refers to the booming sound created by the
water crashing over the Falls into the pool below.
The smoke refers to the water vapor that comes up
from the bottom of the Falls. The colorful mist can
be seen from as far away as 20 kilometers (12 mi).

crater

rock
fragments

Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y
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Victoria Falls is located on the Zambezi River
along the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe
in Africa. The Falls began forming millions
of years ago when a shallow crack in the rock
appeared across the path of the river. The crack
was caused when parts of the earth shifted about
150 million years ago. Over the years, the river
flowed over the rock, eroding away the softer
rock, and forming a cliff over which the river
now falls. The pool into which the water falls
is called a plunge pool.

Victoria Falls Fun Facts

The Scottish explorer David Livingstone
visited the Falls in 1855. He was probably the first
person from outside of Africa to see the wondrous
formations. He named the Falls after Queen
Victoria of England. But many people think that
Mosi-oa-Tunya is a more accurate name. The Falls
is now part of two national parks, one in Zambia
and one in Zimbabwe, that draw almost two
million visitors each year.

Victoria Falls is actually divided into six waterfalls:
Devil's Cataract, Armchair Falls, Horseshoe Falls,
Main Falls, Rainbow Falls, and the Eastern
Cataract.

•

A bridge at the Falls is a popular site for bungee
jumping.

•

During a full moon, the park stays open late so people
can enjoy the rainbow that is made when moonlight
shines through the water vapor.

•

People go rafting and kayaking on the water
below the Falls. They can even surf on the rapids
below.
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Although Mount Everest is beautiful to look
at, the conditions on the mountain are very harsh.
The average temperature is about -36°C (-33°F) and
can drop to -60°C (-76°F) in January. Even in July,
the warmest month, the temperature only reaches
-19°C (-2°F). It never gets above freezing, and as a
result, the ice and snow at the top of the mountain
never melt. Because of its elevation, storms can
arrive unexpectedly and cause temperatures to
drop quickly.

;

Hount Everest

Mount Everest, named for Welsh surveyor
and geologist Sir George Everest, is the tallest
mountain in the world and one of the most
spectacular sites on Earth. Called "Forehead in
the Sky" by the Nepali people, this magnificent
landform in the Himalayan Mountains reaches
a height of 8,850 meters (29,035 ft) and lies on
the border between Nepal and Tibetan China.

~ ~unt Everest's summit

The snowcapped Himalayas might appear old,
but they are actually quite young for mountains.
The mountains were formed millions of years
ago when two parts of Earth's crust collided.
Over time, the pressure of the two parts rubbing
against each other caused the ground to crumble
and rise above the sea. Since Mount Everest is a
young mountain, its peaks are still jagged and
steep. They haven't yet been eroded and smoothed
down by endless years of wind, ice, and snow.
Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y
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Storms dump more snow on Mount Everest every year.
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The extreme
conditions on Mount
~.11
•'- ._
~
·
'
Everest make it difficult
for animals and plants to
survive. One of the only
animals that can live on
the mountain is the wild
yak. This large animal
can weigh more than
454 kilograms (1,000 lb)
and grow up to
1.8 meters (6 ft) tall.
Wild yak grazing
One of the reasons the yak is able to survive is
because its blood can take in more oxygen than
the blood of other animals. This adaptation is a
lifesaver on Mount Everest, where the air contains
little oxygen. The yak also has a dense undercoat
of soft hair and a shaggy outer coat that help
the animal stay warm.
--
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The people who originally settled in the
Himalayan Mountains believed that the gods
made their homes in the peaks. As a result, no
one tried to climb Mount Everest until British
and other European explorers arrived in the early
1900s. The earliest climbers quickly learned about
the harsh conditions on the mountain-freezing
temperatures, powerful winds, changing weather,
and rough terrain.
Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y
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Mountaineers
Hillary and
Norgay accept
awards
recognizing
their
achievement.

·" I

Despite all the obstacles,
experienced and inexperienced
mountaineers alike continued
to come to Mount Everest,
hoping to be the first to make
it to the top. No one was
successful until 1953, when Sir
Edmund Hillary (a beekeeper
from New Zealand) and
Tenzing Norgay (a Sherpa
from Nepal) became the first
men to successfully climb the
mountain. Since then, many
climbers from all over the
world have risked their
lives to get to the top of
the "Forehead in the Sky."
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The yeti (YEH-tee),
or Abominable
(a-BOM-in-a-bal)
Snowman, is a
legend of Mount
Everest and the
Himalayas. Sherpas
tell stories about
seeing large
footprints and
gnawed yak bones
in the mountains.
Hillary's team took
what was said to
be a yeti scalp and
skins to Europe and
the United States,
where scientists
agreed that the scalp
was from a goat and
the skins were from
a bear. To this day,
no one has been
able to prove the
existence of the yeti.

·-

The life and death of coral polyps are responsible for the formation of coral
reefs such as the Great Barrier Reef.

liM

A diver explores coral formations on the Great Barrier Reef.
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Great Barrier Reef
The Great Barrier Reef-really a collection
of reefs-is more than 2,300 kilometers (1,429
mi) long. It is located off the northeast coast of
Australia and is full of enchanting sea creatures,
from sea turtles, sea slugs, and urchins to
dolphins, whales, and sharks. More than two
hundred species of birds and reptiles inhabit
the reef system.

At first glance, the Great Barrier Reef might
look like a rock, but it's not. It's made from the
outer skeletons of millions of animals called
polyps (POL-ips), which are related to anemones
and jellyfish. As the polyps die, new ones grow
on top of the old skeletons. The many layers of
skeletons form the limestone base of a coral reef.
Other kinds of plants and animals also help make
up the reef, such as algae, sponges, and shellfish.
But the tiny polyp is responsible for most of this
natural wonder's structure.

A reef is a chain, or range, of rocks that lies
at or near the surface of the water. The Great
Barrier Reef is the largest system of coral reefs
in the world.
Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y

Coral reefs are found in all tropical oceans of
the world, but none is as large as the Great Barrier
Reef. Most established coral reefs are between
5,000 and 10,000 years old. Many experts agree
that the most recent growth of the Great Barrier
Reef began between 6,000 and 8,000 years ago.
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Reefs are made from animals, and they supply
food and shelter for other animals. They are
sensitive to temperature changes in the ocean.
Thousands of species live on the Reef, including
1,625 kinds of fish, more than 30 kinds of marine
mammals, 50 kinds of seaweed, and 6 kinds
of marine turtles. The Reef is also an important
breeding area for animals, including birds, sea
turtles, and several endangered species, such as
the humpback whale and the sea cow.
As one of the most interesting and beautiful
places on Earth, the Reef is a popular destination
for groups of scientists, scuba divers, and tourists.
In 1981, it was listed as a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO, a department of the United Nations.
Today, environmentalists are working with all
of these groups to protect the Reef so future
generations can learn from it and enjoy its beauty.

Look, But Don't Touch!
Reefs are alive and full of delicate creatures. Responsible
snorkelers and scuba divers should always follow these
important rules:
• When snorkeling, float over the reef. Never stand on it.

Wonders Everywhere

From Arizona to the coast of Australia, natural
wonders are everywhere. Whether they were
formed millions of years ago or within the span
of a lifetime, they are all unique. These amazing
landforms are some of the largest, highest, and
most breathtaking places on Earth. Travelers,
scientists, and adventure seekers will continue
to visit these special places for generations to
come for both study and recreation.
The Grand Canyon, Paricutin, Mount Everest,
Victoria Falls, and Great Barrier Reef are only
five of the many wonders that surround us.
Other well-known natural wonders include:
• The Northern Lights, a light show that brightens
up the skies in the Northern Hemisphere
• The Barringer Meteorite Crater, a massive
hole in the Arizona desert that is almost
a mile wide and 174 meters (570 ft) deep
• Ayers Rock, the world's largest solid rock,
rising 862.5 meters (2,830 ft) above sea level
in Uluru, Australia
• Ha Long Bay, Gulf of Tonkin, Vietnam,
a large bay that contains more than
1,600 limestone islands

• Take pictures, not coral souvenirs.
• Stock saltwater aquariums with fish that are raised
in captivity, not those taken from a coral reef.
• Always pack out your plastics and other trash.

Natural Wonders of the World • Level Y
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-=----CREATIVE WRITING: Cf}tfuJJi Cf}tidior,;
Flash Fiction is a very short story that still has plot, character dev~lopm~nt, and
conflict. Since you don't have pages and chapters to de~elo_p your 1de_as, 1t can be
challenging to draw your audience into the story. The tnck 1s to get right to the heart
of what's important to the story you want to tell.
Choose one of the abandoned places you read about in the article and write a piece of
flash fiction (l page, handwritten) based on one of the following prompts:

- -

en l

You are trapped in this place. How do you escape? What obstacles do you

· encounter?

j!;

--

Surprise! You've won a vacation to ... one of these creepy, abandoned places!
· It's time for survival mode. How do you make the best of it?

en 2

When you arrive in the abandoned place of your choosing, you realize

0

3. someone is already there ... and you aren't welcome. Who is this mystery
person, and why are they protecting this place?

It can be helpful to come up with ideas before you get started. Many flash fiction
writers choose one element to focus on (plot, characters, conflict, theme, setting) as
they write since space is Limited. Fill out each of these boxes, but you don't have to
use all of these ideas when you write - just choose the best ones!
Write three adjectives to describe
each of your characters.

Write a one-sentence summary of your story.

l-

o
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l/)

a::

a.

w
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u

What does the narrator or reader learn from this story?

w

<(
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w

u
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Choose fiv~ adjectives to describe the setting. Use the
article to help you imagine this place.

Choose two different ways your main
character could solve their problem.

1-
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Day 4
Step 1: Daily Language Review
Step 2: Grammar Practice
Step 3: Reading Comprehension
Step 4: Creative Writing Project – you will need to use the readings from
Day 2 and your Brainstorming Page from Day 3 – Tomorrow you will
write your story!
** No read aloud today – finish listening to Chapter 5 if you did not
already finish!

Youtube Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9WEKHIVEE&list=PLm-FvG8KERdoHbr4bPBa8GFQOesmFngc&index=5

Grammar/Writing
6–8

Name

G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

Commas in Compound Sentences and Series
GUIDED INSTRUCTION
A comma (,) is a punctuation mark that signals a separation of ideas or a slight pause.
Use a comma before and, or, nor, but, for, so, and yet to join independent clauses in a compound sentence.
EXAMPLES:

Discarded corncobs are waste, but one day they may be a source of fuel.
Gasoline is expensive, and prices are rising.

Use a comma to separate words in a series of three or more items. Place a comma after every item except
the last one.
EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLES:

Companies must develop ways to harvest, store, and transport corncobs.
Corn oil, sweeteners, or feed for livestock may also be produced by ethanol plants

Use a comma to separate two or more adjectives that come before and modify the same noun.
If it makes sense to use and between the adjectives, use a comma.
EXAMPLES:

Gasoline is a liquid, colorless fuel. (liquid and colorless)

Do not use a comma if the first adjective modifies the second adjective. Also avoid using a comma if
adding and between the adjectives sounds awkward.
EXAMPLE:

The future may bring a new electric car. (not new and electric)

GUIDED PRACTICE
Add any missing commas in the following sentences. Write C if no commas are needed
EXAMPLE:

On August 24, A.D. 79, Mount Vesuvius erupted, and the Italian volcano blew its top.

1. The town of Pompeii Herculaneum and Stabiae were destroyed.
2. They were buried and they remained hidden for hundreds of years.
3. One eyewitness, Pliny the Younger, wrote several long letters.
4. Pliny the Younger was a statesman writer and orator.
5. Historians have analyzed and studied his letters.
6. Pliny the Younger wrote about many subjects but he is best known for his account of the
eruption of Vesuvius.
7. He described a cloud stretching to the ground dust emerging and the sky darkening.
8. Confused terrified residents tried to escape.
9. People cried moaned and shouted.
10. The smoky, dark air was frightening.
L.7.2

and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).
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Grammar/Writing

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Commas in Compound Sentences and Series

6–8

Read the historical account below. Use proofreading symbols to add or delete commas.
It was a particularly hot, windy and dry night on October 8, 1871. Some
said the Chicago Fire started when a cow kicked over a lantern but they
may have been wrong. The fire resulted in losses and caused the deaths
of about 300 people. The flames engulfed many building but the fire
eventually burned itself out. A neighbor of Mrs. O’Leary named “Peg Leg”
Sullivan may have been responsible. Another theory pointed to a meteor
shower but neither of these theories have been proven.

Proofreeding Symbols
add a comma
delete

L.7.2

Name

Grammar/Writing

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Commas in Compound Sentences and Series

6–8

Read the historical account below. Use proofreading symbols to add or delete commas.

L.7.2

Proofreeding Symbols
add a comma
delete

May be reproduced for education use (but not for monetary gain)

It was a particularly hot, windy and dry night on October 8, 1871. Some
said the Chicago Fire started when a cow kicked over a lantern but they
may have been wrong. The fire resulted in losses and caused the deaths
of about 300 people. The flames engulfed many building but the fire
eventually burned itself out. A neighbor of Mrs. O’Leary named “Peg Leg”
Sullivan may have been responsible. Another theory pointed to a meteor
shower but neither of these theories have been proven.

and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).
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Grammar/Writing
6–8

G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

ANSWER SHEET
GUIDED PRACTICE
1. The town of Pompeii Herculaneum and Stabiae were destroyed.
2. They were buried and they remained hidden for hundreds of years.
4. Pliny the Younger was a statesman writer and orator.
5. Historians have analyzed and studied his letters. c
6. Pliny the Younger wrote about many subjects but he is best known for his account of
the eruption of Vesuvius.
7. He described a cloud stretching to the ground dust emerging and the sky darkening.
8. Confused terrified residents tried to escape.
9. People cried moaned and shouted.
10. The smoky dark air was frightening. c

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
It was a particularly hot, windy and dry night on October 8, 1871. Some said the Chicago Fire
started when a cow kicked over a lantern but they may have been wrong. The fire resulted in
losses, and caused the deaths of about 300 people. The flames engulfed many building but
the fire eventually burned itself out. A neighbor of Mrs. O’Leary named “Peg Leg” Sullivan may
have been responsible. Another theory pointed to a meteor shower but neither of these
theories have been proven.

and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).

3. One eyewitness, Pliny the Younger, wrote several long letters. c

“Birthday Party Games”
Greyson had big plans for his

12th

birthday party. He had already done the classic

parties, like the pool party, skate party, and bowling party. This year Greyson had
plans to have the most ultimate, epic, game day challenge birthday party. Since his
birthday is in the dead of summer and he lives in the hot south, it only made sense
to create the best outdoor games that could ever be invented. Greyson’s mission
was for his friends to leave his party sloppy, sweating, soaked, and smiling. The first

Understand It!
Answer the following
questions after reading:

1. The word ‘invented’ in
the passage means…
a. copied
b. remembered
c. created
d. found

game they would play would be water balloon volleyball. There will be two teams and 2. Greyson’s friends will
probably leave the
a net just like normal volleyball. But, the unusual part will be that the volleyball will be party feeling...
filled with muddy water! Whichever side the dirty balloon pops on will be the loser. a. bored
b. soaked
Greyson plans to play up to 10 points with 10 balloons. The next game is called Blind c. irritated
d. confused
Treasure Hunt. One teammate will be blindfolded and must hunt for special items
scattered around the yard. The rest of the team give instructions on where to find 3. Birthday parties are
most like…
each item. The items will each be worth a certain number of points. The team with a. any other day
b. going on vacation
the most points wins. Greyson’s all-time favorite game idea is called Cheesy Head.
c. following a routine
This game is played with a partner. One player wears a shower cap. The other
d. having a sleepover
sprays shaving cream onto their partner’s head. Next the partner’s spread out.
4. Which game requires
Each pair is given a big bag of fluffy cheetos. The partner not wearing the shower cheetos?
cap will try to throw as many cheetos onto the shower cap as possible. The pair of a. Blind Treasure Hunt
b. Volleyball
partners with the cheesiest head wins! The party is a week away and Greyson
c. What’s What
d. Cheesy Head
couldn’t be more excited!
Word Work

Color the words in the
passage that match each category below:
red

Words with suffixes

blue

Words with 2 vowels
together

green

Words that end with
a vowel

orange

Conjunctions

Passage 6

Copyright:

Vocabulary

Copy the 5 bold words
from the passage. Use context clues and
what you know to define each word:

Out of This World Literacy (Jen Bengel)

Comprehension: Thinking Deeper About Fiction
Name: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________
Passage Title: ___________________________________ Passage Number: ____________

Directions: Think deeper about the passage to answer the questions below.
What is your opinion of the story? Why?

Who is telling the story? How do you know?

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________

_________________________________

____________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

_______________________

How would you have acted in the story? Why?
_________________________________

How are you alike and different from the
main character?

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________
__________________________
_________________________
_________________________

What big ideas can you infer and use in your
own life?

_____________________

_____________________________
___________________________
_______________________
________________________

How did the characters change over time?

_________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

________________________

_____________________________

________________________

____________________________

________________________

_________________________

_____________________

_________________________

Copyright:

Out of This World Literacy (Jen Bengel)
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- ·-

It can be helpful to come up with ideas before you get started. Many flash fiction
writers choose one element to focus on (plot, characters, conflict, theme, setting) as
they write since space is limited. Fill out each of these boxes, but you don't have to
use all of these ideas when you write - just choose the best ones!

YOUR ABANDONED PLACE:

-

Write three different one-sentence summaries.

~I

Write three adjectives to describe
each of your characters.

l/)

a:::
w

u

<t
a:::
<t

::I

u
What does the narrator or reader learn from this story?

fl
Write two different ways your main
character could solve their problem.

u
...J

Choose five adjectives to describe the setting . Use
the article to help you imagine this place.

c.,

z

u..

z
0
u

w

l/)

Put a star next to your best ideas. It's time to write your first draft based on these!
© Nouvelle ELA

Day 5
Step 1: Daily Language Review
Step 2: Grammar Practice
Step 3: Reading Comprehension – follow the instructions for the first
and second read (do not worry about the third read) and complete the
short assessment on the reading
Step 4: Creative Writing Project – Write your short story based on all
the writing work you have done on Days 2, 3, and 4!
** No read aloud today **
Creative Challenge (optional): Illustrate a cover for your short story,
consider what is important in your short story to put on the front!
Criteria for Success:
- Include a title of your short story
- Include your name (the author!)
- Draw an element of your short story that is visually appealing and
will catch your reader’s attention.

Grammar/Writing
6–8

Name

G R A M M A R M I N I L E S S O N & P R AC T I C E S H E E T

Commas in Compound Sentences and Series
GUIDED INSTRUCTION
A comma (,) is a punctuation mark that signals a separation of ideas or a slight pause.
Use a comma before and, or, nor, but, for, so, and yet to join independent clauses in a compound sentence.
EXAMPLES:

Discarded corncobs are waste, but one day they may be a source of fuel.
Gasoline is expensive, and prices are rising.

Use a comma to separate words in a series of three or more items. Place a comma after every item except
the last one.
EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLES:

Companies must develop ways to harvest, store, and transport corncobs.
Corn oil, sweeteners, or feed for livestock may also be produced by ethanol plants

Use a comma to separate two or more adjectives that come before and modify the same noun.
If it makes sense to use and between the adjectives, use a comma.
EXAMPLES:

Gasoline is a liquid, colorless fuel. (liquid and colorless)

Do not use a comma if the first adjective modifies the second adjective. Also avoid using a comma if
adding and between the adjectives sounds awkward.
EXAMPLE:

The future may bring a new electric car. (not new and electric)

GUIDED PRACTICE
Add any missing commas in the following sentences. Write C if no commas are needed
EXAMPLE:

On August 24, A.D. 79, Mount Vesuvius erupted, and the Italian volcano blew its top.

1. The town of Pompeii Herculaneum and Stabiae were destroyed.
2. They were buried and they remained hidden for hundreds of years.
3. One eyewitness, Pliny the Younger, wrote several long letters.
4. Pliny the Younger was a statesman writer and orator.
5. Historians have analyzed and studied his letters.
6. Pliny the Younger wrote about many subjects but he is best known for his account of the
eruption of Vesuvius.
7. He described a cloud stretching to the ground dust emerging and the sky darkening.
8. Confused terrified residents tried to escape.
9. People cried moaned and shouted.
10. The smoky, dark air was frightening.
L.7.2

and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).
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Grammar/Writing

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Commas in Compound Sentences and Series

6–8

Read the historical account below. Use proofreading symbols to add or delete commas.
It was a particularly hot, windy and dry night on October 8, 1871. Some
said the Chicago Fire started when a cow kicked over a lantern but they
may have been wrong. The fire resulted in losses and caused the deaths
of about 300 people. The flames engulfed many building but the fire
eventually burned itself out. A neighbor of Mrs. O’Leary named “Peg Leg”
Sullivan may have been responsible. Another theory pointed to a meteor
shower but neither of these theories have been proven.

Proofreeding Symbols
add a comma
delete

L.7.2

Name

Grammar/Writing

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Commas in Compound Sentences and Series

6–8

Read the historical account below. Use proofreading symbols to add or delete commas.

L.7.2

Proofreeding Symbols
add a comma
delete

May be reproduced for education use (but not for monetary gain)

It was a particularly hot, windy and dry night on October 8, 1871. Some
said the Chicago Fire started when a cow kicked over a lantern but they
may have been wrong. The fire resulted in losses and caused the deaths
of about 300 people. The flames engulfed many building but the fire
eventually burned itself out. A neighbor of Mrs. O’Leary named “Peg Leg”
Sullivan may have been responsible. Another theory pointed to a meteor
shower but neither of these theories have been proven.

and Sadlier ® are registered trademarks of William H. Sadlier, Inc. Copyright © William H. Sadlier, Inc. All rights reserved. May be reproduced for education use (not commercial use).

Name

Close Read Instructions

•First Read: OMG! What happened?-The purpose of this read is to get students familiar
with the text by reading it through all the way without stopping.

‣

This is a great time to introduce “text talks” with your students. This can happen one
of two ways. If your students have 1:1 devices or other technology available, you
could use the website, todaysmeet.com, to have an online nonverbal discussion of
the text. It is an amazing tool that will allow you to monitor all students’ discussions
and provide academic feedback to students. If this is not available, you could
always use a THINK-PAIR-SHARE or other discussion strategy.

•Second Read: Question and Answer- The purpose of this read is to have students

begin to read again with a closer focus by turning each heading into a question that
students have to read to answer.

‣

During this read, you can segment the read into an I DO (teacher model)-first
section of article, WE DO (partner practice or whole group with teacher)-second
section of article, and YOU DO (independent practice)-third and fourth sections of
the article. I have provided pictures of my teacher models in this download folder.

‣

While you are doing your model, be sure to have students copy your annotations
and what you write down so that they will have a high-quality model that will help
guide them to mastery during independent practice.

•Third Read (Optional for Higher Level Students): The purpose of this read is for students

to identify the main ideas of each section and supporting details that support the main
ideas. This will help students who struggle to make connections between the different
sections of the text and identify the overall central idea.

‣

This read can be used as a scaffolding tool between reading and the writing
assignment. Depending upon the level of your students, you may want to skip this
read altogether or you may decide to just have students complete the organizers
without reading the article for the third time.

‣

Option #1-This worksheet allows students identify the main ideas and supporting
details of each section to make connections to the overall central idea.-

‣

Option #2- This option allows students to identify the overall central idea of the
article. This is a great graphic organizer to help students with the extended
response question.

‣

If you decide to use this read/activity, it will be a good idea to segment it into an I
DO, WE DO, and YOU DO similar to the second read. I have provided pictures of
my teacher models in this download folder.
The Creative Classroom © 2016 https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Creative-Classroom

Anxiety in Students Close Read Activity
Name: ________________________________________________ Date: ________ Class: ________

Learning Target:

!

I will determine the central idea
of a text based on the details.

Central Idea Guiding Questions
1. What is the author trying to say?
2. What is the reading all about?
3. What information can we gather from the sub-headings?
4. What do the details have in common?
5. What do these details add up to?

First Read: Be prepared to discuss the following on Today’s Meet- Second Read: Turn each heading into a

“What is the one thing that stood out to you the most in the article? question and use the information from
that section to answer your question.
Why did it catch your attention?

More and More Students Suffer fromAnxiety
A Harsh Reality

!

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Last year, a popular and talented student at Los Altos
High School collapsed. She suffered an emotional breakdown after reading
her parent's text message asking her to come home to talk about her
grades. The girl, a star athlete and generally straight-A student, had received
a D.

!

She was later found to have major depression, a feeling of sadness and
hopelessness. She also had attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
which causes overactivity and loss of focus. It took her parents six months to
accept she had a mental illness, and many who knew her couldn’t believe
it.

!

The student said she was very good at putting up a front. The student, who
didn’t want to be identified because of the shame of mental illness, is not
alone.

!
Everything
Just Shattered
!

Educators are seeing more and more students suffering from depression,
anxiety and social phobia. A social phobia is an uncontrollable anxiety
about social situations. And mental illness is striking ever younger children,
they say. Many students quietly bear the pressure for years before snapping.

!

“I was raised on how to sell myself, which buttons to press, which phrases to
drop,” the Los Altos student added. Until one day “everything just
shattered.”

!

The increasing anxiety isn’t just affecting the children of Silicon Valley’s
wealthy and educated who compete to get into top colleges. Los Altos is in
California's Silicon Valley, home to many high tech companies. The anxiety
cuts across social class, income level, ethnicity and educational ability.

!

Overfelt High School on the East Side of San Jose, Calif., has seen a sudden
rise in student panic attacks. Nearby schools are reporting more teens with
anxiety disorders this past fall.

!

“We are seeing children who are coming in with greater needs around
mental health," said Judith Cameron of the San Ramon Valley Unified School
District.

!

Other schools are adding counselors and therapists to deal with depression
and other mental health problems. The San Mateo Union district has created
six classes for kids with anxiety, depression and social phobias. They’re all full.

!

Not all schools have reported an increase in mental illness. But not every
school has staff watching out for it, nor does every school have therapists to
help students.

!

The Creative Classroom © 2016 https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Creative-Classroom

First Read: Be prepared to discuss the following on Today’s Meet- Second Read: Turn each heading into a

“What is the one thing that stood out to you the most in the article? question and use the information from
that section to answer your question.
Why did it catch your attention?
That is changing. Since a series of student suicides at Palo Alto high schools
four years ago, the district has trained teachers and offered more
counseling. It is also training all students to know what to do if other teens
threaten to kill themselves.

!
!!Anxiety Can Grow Into Phobias

What’s behind the increase in mental illness is unclear. Theories include
poverty, difficult family situations, and parents who don't have enough time
for their kids. Other reasons could be addiction to technology, Facebook
and other social media and the pressure on kids to do well.

!

“They’re not expected to be great. They’re expected to be stupendous,”
said Cristy Dawson, assistant principal at Los Altos High. “This valley is all
about getting ahead.”

!

Sometimes, anxiety grows into phobias. “Kids are so depressed or anxious,
they’re not getting out of bed. They’re becoming agoraphobic,” afraid to
go out in public, said Helen Hsu, a supervisor at the city of Fremont’s Youth
and Family Services, which provides therapists to several schools.

!

A former Aragon High student, now 18, left school as a freshman because he
had become increasingly afraid to go to school. Two years in boarding
schools didn’t help. He returned to the district and enrolled in Haven, a class
for students with fears like his. But thanks to the program, he graduated, got
a job and enrolled at a community college.

!

The shame of mental illness discourages some parents from seeking help.
“I’ve had parents refuse to sign permission for counseling for one boy,” said
Hsu. They were afraid colleges wouldn't accept him if they found out he
needed counseling.

!

Numbers from the National Institute of Mental Health indicate that teen
mental illness was stable for 10 years through the early 2000s. Those surveys
show that 25 percent of teens have suffered anxiety at some time in their
lives. Another 11 percent have suffered from major depression and two
percent suffered from agoraphobia.

!
A
!! Rise in Stress
But mental health experts and educators say they are seeing a lot more
mental illness today. “I see an incredible rise in the stress in families,” said
Barbara Neal. She is the principal at Nordstrom Elementary School.

!

The pressure on high school students to get into good colleges seems to be
one reason. “There’s a consistent urgency that you have to be the best,”
said Los Altos High School junior Borna Barzan, 16. Barzan co-leads a school
club that tries to erase the shame associated with mental illness.

!

But Brenda Carrillo, who heads up student services at Palo Alto Unified, said
that pressure to succeed in school shouldn't be blamed. “A mental health
condition doesn’t necessarily come from high expectations,” she said.

!

With support from the school, the Los Altos student has brought her
depression under control. Students do face pressures from peers and social
media, she said. This includes a Facebook page where the colleges that
seniors get into are posted, whether they want it or not. But students also put
pressure on themselves, she said. Students overload themselves with
advanced-placement classes and extracurricular activities, and focus on
future success, she said.

!

She added, “But no one’s looking at themselves and asking, ‘Am I happy?’”.
“Since we’re football players, we eat all of it, bad or good,” he said.

The Creative Classroom © 2016 https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Creative-Classroom

Short
Assessment
> Four Multiple Choice Questions that focus on Central Idea and

Supporting Details (Students have to answer the multiple choice
question and provide textual evidence to support their multiple choice
answer.

!
> Constructed Response Question (this can be used independently with

the others worksheets if you do not want to use the multiple choice
questions)

!
> Answer Key is included for the multiple choice questions.

“Anxiety in Students” Assessment
Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________ Class: _____________
Directions: Read the following questions and select the answer choice that best answers each question. Write a one sentence justification
that explains why you selected your answer choice using evidence from the text.
1. What are schools doing to help students who are suffering from
social anxiety, depression, and phobias?

!

A. Schools are trying to limit the amount of advanced placement
classes and extracurricular activities that students can participate
in.

!
B. Schools are training teachers to become counselors to students.
!

C. Schools are offering more counseling to students and creating
classes for students who suffer from these ailments.

!

D. Schools are trying to get parents to be more involved with their
children’s lives.

!

3. Select the sentence that is LEAST important to include in the
summary of the article.

!

A. Theories include poverty, difficult family situations, and parents
who don't have enough time for their kids. Other reasons could be
addiction to technology, Facebook and other social media and the
pressure on kids to do well.

!

B. Many students quietly bear the pressure for years before
snapping.

!

C. The anxiety cuts across social class, income level, ethnicity and
educational ability.

!

D. The student, who didn’t want to be identified because of the
shame of mental illness, is not alone.

!

Justification Sentence:

Justification Sentence:

2. Which of the following is NOT a reason that students are
becoming more anxious and depressed?

!
A. high expectations put on them by their peers
!
B. social media and peer pressure
!
C. putting pressure on themselves
!

D. schools putting pressuring students to be excellent instead of
average

!
!

Justification Sentence:

4. Which two details from the article BEST supports the main idea?

!

A. Educators are seeing more and more students suffering from
depression, anxiety, and social phobia.

!
B. Not all schools have reported an increase in mental illness.
!

C. The shame of mental illness discourages some parents from
seeking help.

!

D. Students overload themselves with advanced-placement
classes and extracurricular activities, and focus on future success,
she said.

!

E. She added, “But no one’s looking at themselves and asking,
“Am I happy?”

!
!

Justification Sentence:

The Creative Classroom © 2016 https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Creative-Classroom

Extended Response Question
Directions: Read the question below carefully and use the article to create your response. Be sure to use evidence from the story and your
background knowledge to support your response.

!

What is the central idea of this nonfiction article? Be sure to use supporting details from the text to help support your
response.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Creative Writing Project

Use your brainstorming from Days 3 and 4 to write a one-page story on a separate
sheet of paper that features your abandoned location. Lines are below in case you
are able to print / use this packet!

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Do Now

Directions: Match each measurement with its formula.
1. Speed
2. Force
3. Work

Directions: Annotate each problem by underlining the information you are given, writing the
variables above them, and boxing what you’re looking for. Then solve for speed, force or work in
the following problems.
4. A slug travels 8 inches in 2 hour. What is its speed?

5. Ms. Aponte lifts a box onto a shelf with 35 Newtons of force. The shelf is 2 meters high. How
much work did she do?

6. A ball rolls 200 feet down a hill in 20 minutes. How fast was it going?

7. My dog refuses to leave the park. She has a mass of 25 kg and I want her to accelerate by 5 m/s2.
How much force should I pull her with?

8. Which lever would require the least amount of effort (at one time) to lift the box?
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Directions: Match as many terms with their definitions as you can.
Speed
Acceleration
m/s2
Force

Work
Friction
Gravity
Newtons

Joules
Balanced
Simple
machine

Fulcrum
Pulley
Load
Effort

1. The force of attraction between all matter in the universe is ___________________________.
2. How fast an object is moving is its _____________________________.
3. A push or a pull is a _____________________________.
4. The rate at which an object’s velocity changes is its _____________________________.
5. The units for acceleration are _____________________________.
6. The pivot point, or base, of a lever is called a _____________________________.
7. Using force to move an object is _____________________________.
8. The force that opposes the motion of two moving objects is __________________________.
9. A wheel with a rope wrapped over it is called a _____________________________.
10. The units for force are _____________________________.
11. The units for work are _____________________________.
12. The force you apply to a simple machine is called the _____________________________.
13. The thing you are trying to move in a simple machine is called the _____________________.
14. When two forces are equal and pointing in the opposite direction they are ______________.
15. A device that spreads out effort over time is a _____________________________.
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Calculating Speed, Force and Work

1. A cheetah runs 350 meters in 10 minutes. How fast is he running in meters per minute?

2. A racecar driver accelerates hits the accelerator pedal and accelerates his car at 8 m/s2. The car
has a mass of 1500 kg. How much force did the engine apply to the wheels of the car?

3. A UPS delivery person pushes a huge box 40 meters. It takes 7 Newtons of force to push the box.
How much work did he do?

4. If a horse runs at a rate of 25 miles per hour, how many miles will he be able to run in 3 hours?

5. An ant pulls a crumb 2 meters with a force of 0.4 Newtons. How much work did the ant do?
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FORCES
6. The tool used to measure a push or pull is called a _____________________________________.
7. The units for force are __________________________.
Directions: Use the diagram below to answer questions 8 and 9.

8. Are the forces on the box balanced? How can you tell?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
9. Will the box move to the left or to the right?
a. Left

b. Right

c. It will not move.

Explain your choice. ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

10. For each item on the list below, state whether it will INCREASE or DECREASE friction.
a. Making the surface rougher __________________________________
b. Spreading oil on the surface under the object _______________________________
c. Smoothing out the surface __________________________________
d. Increasing the mass of the object __________________________________
e. Decreasing the mass of the object __________________________________
f. Placing sandpaper under the object __________________________________
g. Placing wheels under the object __________________________________
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GRAVITY
11. If you drop a watermelon and a penny off the roof of the school, which one would hit the ground
first?
e watermelon

h will hit at the same time

e penny

ther will hit the ground

12. Which of these pairs of objects would have the strongest gravitational pull?

a.

b.

c.

d.
13. Explain your reasoning in the previous question.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
14. When a ball is rolling down a hill, how does gravity affect its motion?
a. Gravity makes the ball roll at a constant speed down the hill.
b. Gravity makes the ball accelerate as it rolls, speeding up.
c. Gravity makes the ball accelerate as it rolls, slowing down.
d. Gravity makes the ball stop when it reaches the bottom of the hill.
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MOTION
15. Label the different parts of this motion graph. Is the person moving forward, backward or
stopped?
Graph of a Bicycle Ride

16. Does the person end up back where they started? _______________
17. At which point might the person have stopped to go to the post office? ___________
18. At which point in this graph is the person moving with the greatest speed? How can you tell?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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ACCELERATION
19. For each of the following examples, tell whether acceleration has occurred. (Write YES or NO).
a. A car speeds up during a race. ______________
b. A truck slows down at a red light. ______________
c. A skateboarder travels down the street at a constant speed. ______________
d. A bicycle turns a corner. ______________

NEWTON’S 3 LAWS OF MOTION
20. What is inertia?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
21. Which of Newton’s laws relates to inertia? _______________________________________
22. Explain, using the term inertia, why you are pulled forward when your car stops suddenly in a car
accident.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

23. When air rushes out of a balloon rocket, the rocket moves forward.
a. Which of Newton’s Laws does this demonstrate? _________________________
b. Explain the forces that are occurring that cause the rocket to move forward.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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WORK AND SIMPLE MACHINES
24. In the examples below, tell whether work was done.
a. Your grandfather shovels snow from on his driveway into a pile. _____________
b. A car is attempting to get out of its parking spot by driving into the snowbank (applying a lot
of force) but the snow bank doesn’t move a bit. _____________
c. Meteorologists put a lot of thought into predicting snow storms. _____________
25. Name the six simple machines. Name one example of each.
a. ________________________________________________________________________
b. ________________________________________________________________________
c. ________________________________________________________________________
d. ________________________________________________________________________
e. ________________________________________________________________________
f. ________________________________________________________________________
26. If you want to make it take less effort to lift a load, should you move the fulcrum closer to or further
from the load?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Name_________________________________________________Date____________________
HOMEWORK PACKET

Hi everyone!

I hope that everyone is home safe and feeling well! I attached a few lessons on
the beginning of the Civil War. This is one of the most interesting time periods in
American history so please enjoy it. I have also attached a Women’s History
Month Project. You will need to research 1 famous woman in history and answer
questions about her. I attached 3 biographies you can use for the project, but if
you would like to research another famous woman in history, please just email
me to get it approved. If you have any questions at all, or just want to reach out
to say hello, my email is jswadlow@pfpcs.org. Miss you guys!!

Sincerely,
Mr. Swadlow

1

2

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tavwNl08GXk
1. How did Lincoln personally feel about slavery?
______________________________________
2. Who was elected president in 1860? _______________________________________
3. What did South Carolina do when Abe Lincoln got elected?
___________________________________________
4. What was Lincoln’s primary objective? _______________________________________
EXIT TICKET
Describe what happened in the election of 1860. Who won and what happened to the country
as a result? Write 1 paragraph.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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5
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3IwgtrMKKM
1. Where was Fort Sumnter? _______________________________________
2. How many states for the Confederacy? ______________________________________
3. How long does the bombardment last? _____________________________
4. Who took control of Sumnter?____________________________________
EXIT TICKET
Summarize what happened at Fort Sumnter in 1 paragraph.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Pick one woman to research and answer the questions. (You can use the
biographies provided or use the internet to research another famous woman)
Who did you choose to research? _______________________________________
Write about your persons early life. Where did they grow up? What was their
family like?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Describe your persons career in 1 complete paragraph
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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What was your person like after their career? How did they die?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Write 1 fun fact about your person.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
What is the legacy of your person and how is she inspirational to you?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Eleanor Roosevelt
•
•
•
•

Occupation: First Lady
Born: October 11, 1884 in New York City, New York
Died: November 7, 1962 in New York City, New York
Best known for: Being an active first lady who worked for human rights.

Biography:
Where did Eleanor Roosevelt grow up?
Eleanor Roosevelt was born in New York City on October 11, 1884. Although she grew
up in a fairly wealthy family, she had a tough childhood. Her mother died when she was
eight and her father when she was only ten.
While her parents were alive, her mother treated her poorly, calling her "Granny"
because she thought Eleanor was so serious and old-fashioned looking. Eleanor had
few friends her age and was a quiet and frightened child. Her father was more
encouraging, but wasn't around much. He would send her letters that she kept for the
rest of her life.
Going to School
Advertisement | Report Ad

When Eleanor turned fifteen her grandmother sent her boarding school near London,
England. At first Eleanor was scared, however the headmistress took a special interest
in her. By the time she graduated, Eleanor had gained confidence in herself. She had
learned a lot about herself and life. She returned home a new person.
Marrying Franklin
Upon her return to the United States, Eleanor began to date her distant cousin Franklin
Roosevelt. He was a handsome young man attending Harvard University. They spent a
lot of time together and Franklin fell in love with Eleanor. They were married on March
17, 1905. Eleanor's Uncle Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States, gave
away the bride in the wedding.
Once married, the couple began to have children. They had six children including Anna,
James, Franklin (who died young), Elliott, Franklin Jr., and John. Eleanor kept busy
running the household and taking care of the children.
Advertisement | Report Ad

Franklin Gets Sick
Franklin had become a famous politician. His goal was to become president. However,
Franklin became very sick one summer with a disease called polio. He nearly died.
10

Although Franklin lived, he would never walk again.
Despite his illness, Franklin decided to stay in politics. Eleanor was determined to help
him in any way she could. She became involved in a number of organizations. She
wanted to help poor people, black people, children, and women have better lives.
A New Kind of First Lady
Franklin D. Roosevelt was inaugurated as President of the United States on March 4,
1933. Eleanor was now the First Lady. The job of the First Lady had always been to
host parties and entertain foreign dignitaries and political leaders. Eleanor decided she
could do more than this.
At the start of Franklin's presidency, America was in the middle of the Great Depression.
People around the country were struggling to find jobs and even to have enough to eat.
Franklin created the New Deal to try and help poor people recover. Eleanor decided to
travel around the country to see how people were doing. She traveled thousands and
thousands of miles. She let her husband know where people needed help and where
his programs were and weren't working.
World War II
When Japan attacked the United States at Pearl Harbor, Franklin had no choice but to
declare war and enter World War II. Eleanor didn't stand still or stay at home in safety.
She went to work for the Red Cross. She traveled to Europe and the South Pacific to
visit the sick and the wounded and to let the troops know how much they were
appreciated.
After Franklin
On April 12, 1945 Franklin died of a stroke. Eleanor was sad, but she wanted to
continue their work. For seven years she represented the United States at the United
Nations (UN), which was created in large part by her husband. While a member, she
helped to write the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which described that people
throughout the world should be treated fairly and had certain rights that no government
should be able to take away.
Eleanor also wrote a number of books including This is My Story, This I Remember, On
My Own, and an autobiography. She continued to fight for equal rights for black people
and women. She served as chair for the Commission on the Status of Women for
President Kennedy.
Eleanor died on November 7, 1962. She was buried next to her husband Franklin. After
her death Time Magazine called her the "world's most admired and talked about
woman".
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Interesting Facts about Eleanor Roosevelt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

She was born Anna Eleanor, but went by her middle name.
Franklin asked Eleanor to dance when she was fifteen at a family Christmas
party.
President Harry Truman once called her the "First Lady of the World".
While First Lady she wrote a newspaper column called "My Day" where she told
about the daily life in the White House.
Eleanor often carried a handgun with her for protection.
While touring the south to lecture against segregation, the FBI told her that the
Ku Klux Klan (KKK) had put out a $25,000 reward for her assassination.
She was nominated three times for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Ida B. Wells
•
•
•
•

Occupation: Journalist, civil rights and women's activist
Born: July 16, 1862 in Holly Springs, Mississippi
Died: March 25, 1931 in Chicago, Illinois
Best known for: Leading a campaign against lynching

Biography:
Where did Ida B. Wells grow up?
Ida B. Wells was born into slavery in Holly Springs, Mississippi on July 16, 1862. Her
father was a carpenter and her mother a cook. They were slaves owned by man named
Mr. Bolling. They were treated well by Mr. Bolling, but they were still slaves. They had to
do whatever he told them and any one of the family could be sold to another slave
owner at any time.
Shortly after Ida was born, President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation. This made Ida and her family free as far as the United States was
concerned. However, Ida lived in Mississippi. It wasn't until after the Civil War that Ida
and her family were finally set free.
Becoming a Teacher
When Ida was sixteen years old both of her parents died from Yellow Fever. In order to
keep her family together, Ida went to work as a teacher and took care of her brothers
and sisters. A few years later, Ida moved to Memphis to teach where she could make
more money. She also took college courses during the summer and began to write and
edit for a local journal.
Advertisement | Report Ad
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Seat on the Train
One day Ida was taking a train ride. She bought a first-class ticket, but when she
boarded the train the conductor told her she had to move. The first-class section was for
white people only. Ida refused to move and was forced to leave her seat. Ida didn't think
this was fair. She sued the train company and won $500. Unfortunately, the Tennessee
Supreme Court overturned the decision later.
The Free Speech
Ida began to write articles about the racial injustices of the South. At first she wrote
articles for local newspapers and magazines. Then she began her own newspaper
called the Free Speech where she wrote about racial segregation and discrimination.
Lynching
Advertisement | Report Ad

In 1892, one of Ida's friends, Tom Moss, was arrested for murdering a white man. Tom
had been protecting his grocery store when some white men broke in to destroy the
store and put him out of business. Tom was hoping that the judge would understand
that he was just protecting himself. However, before he could go to trial, he was killed
by a mob. This type of killing without a trial was called a lynching.
Ida wrote about the lynching in her paper. This made many people mad. Ida fled to New
York to be safe. The offices of the Free Speech in Memphis were destroyed and Ida
decided to stay in New York and go to work for a New York newspaper called the New
York Age. There she wrote articles about lynching that let people throughout the country
understand how often innocent African-Americans were being killed without a trial. Ida's
efforts had a great impact in lowering the number of lynchings that occurred throughout
the country.
Civil Rights Activist
Over time, Ida became famous through her writings about racial issues. She worked
with African-American leaders such as Frederick Douglass and W.E.B. Du Bois to fight
discrimination and segregation laws. Ida also believed in women's rights including the
right for women to vote. She founded the first black women's suffrage association in
1913 called the Alpha Suffrage Club.
Legacy
Ida is remembered as one of the early leaders in the fight for African-American Civil
Rights. Her campaign against lynching helped to bring to light the injustice of the
practice to the rest of the United States and the world. Ida died from kidney disease in
Chicago on March 25, 1931.
Interesting Facts about Ida B. Wells
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•
•
•
•
•

Ida was one of the original founders of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
She married Ferdinand Barnett in 1898. Ida and Ferdinand had four children.
She ran for the Illinois state senate in 1930, but lost.
She started the first African-American kindergarten in Chicago.
Ida once said that "the people must know before they can act, and there is no
educator to compare to the press."

Elizabeth Cady Stanton
•
•
•
•

Occupation: Women's rights activist and abolitionist
Born: November 12, 1815 in Johnstown, New York
Died: October 26, 1902 in New York City, New York
Best known for: A leader in the fight for women's suffrage

Biography:
Where did Elizabeth Cady Stanton grow up?
Elizabeth Cady was born in Johnstown, New York on November 12, 1815. She had 10
brothers and sisters, however, many of them died during childhood. Only Elizabeth and
four of her sisters lived well into adulthood. Her last brother, Eleazar, died when he was
20 years old leaving her mother depressed and her father wishing that Elizabeth was a
boy.
Not Fair for Women
Growing up Elizabeth was exposed to the law through her father Daniel. He was a
lawyer who also served as a judge and a U.S. Congressman. She learned that the law
was not the same for men and women. She learned that only men could vote and that
women had few rights under the law. She didn't think this was fair. She thought she was
as good as any boy and should be given the same opportunities.
Going to School
Advertisement | Report Ad

When Elizabeth reached school age she wanted to go to school to learn. Not many
women went to school in those days, but her father agreed to send her to school. At
school Elizabeth was an excellent student. She won awards and proved that she could
do as well or better than most of the boys.
After high school, Elizabeth wanted to go to college. She quickly learned that girls were
not allowed into the major universities. She ended up going to a college for girls where
she was able to continue her studies.
Abolitionist and Human Rights
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Elizabeth began to believe strongly in the rights of all individuals regardless of race or
gender. She fell in love with an abolitionist (a person against slavery) named Henry
Stanton. They married in 1840. Over the course of their marriage they would have
seven children.
Advertisement | Report Ad

Women's Rights Movement
While attending anti-slavery conventions, Elizabeth also met women who felt as strongly
about women's rights as she did, women such as Lucretia Mott, Martha Wright,
and Susan B. Anthony. She believed that women could do little to change their position
in life unless they could change the laws. In order to change the laws, they needed the
right to vote. The right for women to vote is called women's suffrage. Elizabeth began to
work and campaign for women's suffrage. She would spend the rest of her life working
on this important cause.
Declaration of Sentiments
In 1850, Elizabeth and several other women held the first women's rights convention in
Seneca Falls, New York. Elizabeth presented an important document called the
Declaration of Sentiments. This document was modeled after the Declaration of
Independence and said that women and men were created equal and should be treated
the same under the law. Many people spoke at the event including the famous
abolitionist and former slave Frederick Douglass.
National Woman Suffrage Association
Advertisement | Report Ad

In 1869, Elizabeth and her good friend Susan B. Anthony formed the National Woman
Suffrage Association. They believed strongly that women should be given the right to
vote. They thought that the Fifteenth Amendment, which gave black men the right to
vote, should also include the right for women to vote. Other people thought that if
women were included on the amendment it wouldn't pass. Much to her disappointment,
when the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified in 1870, it did not include women.
Legacy
Over the next 30 years of her life, Elizabeth worked hard to improve the rights of
women. Although she didn't live long enough to see women gain the right to vote with
the Nineteenth Amendment, it was her hard work that paved the way.
Interesting Facts about Elizabeth Cady Stanton
•

A battleship used during World War II was named after Stanton called the USS
Elizabeth C. Stanton.
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•
•
•

Her house in Seneca Falls was declared a National Historic Landmark.
She spoke of women's rights before the U.S. Congress giving a famous speech
called The Solitude of Self.
She once said that "the history of the past is but one long struggle upward to
equality."
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